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Potomac Books Inc, United States, 2015. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. It has long been a commonly shared wisdom that humans need government to bring social
order to what would otherwise be a chaotic and dangerous world. But recent thinking suggests that
governmental law is not the wellspring of social order--after all, thousands of years ago early
humans on the Serengeti Plain, surrounded by faster, stronger, and bigger predators, had no
government or law yet produced the most successful species in the history of the planet.
Presumably they found ways to cooperate and survive what was a harsh and forbidding
environment. Does modern man retain this same cooperative inclination, or has it atrophied in
humans modern conditions? Living Beyond the Law: Lessons from Pirates, Prisoners, Lepers, and
Survivors mines the amazing natural experiments and accidents of modern human history:
shipwrecks, plane crashes, leper colonies, pirate crews, escaped slaves, Gold Rush prospectors,
prison uprisings, utopian hippie communes, Nazi concentration camps, and a host of other
situations in which modern man has been thrown into a situation beyond the reach of law, to
explore the fundamental nature of human beings and how we act when we don t...
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is the best job by any writer. It is amongst the most incredible ebook i have got study. You may like how the author write this
publication.
-- Dr . B r endon K a utz er II
This ebook is great. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time period. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert as soon as you full looking over this
ebook.
-- Sta nton Connelly
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